ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
OCTOBER 15,2012
MINUTES

The Zoning Board of Appeals for the Town of Philipstown held a work
session on Monday, October 15, 2012, at the Philipstown Town Hall, 238
Main Street, Cold Spring, New York. The work session was opened by
Vincent Cestone, Chairman, at 7:30 p.m.
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The Pledge of Allegiance was said.
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Vincent Cestone- I understand that there is a resident in town that wants
to ask us a question. I am going to do things a little bit out of order. Are you
the residents? Come on up and tell us what your issue is. Are you
representing the applicant?
Doug Passeri- Yes
Vincent Cestone- Do you have documentation that you are?
Doug Passeri- Yes (handed the Chairman documentation)
Inaudible
Vincent Cestone- State your name for the record please.
Doug Passeri- My name is Doug Passeri with Hudson Valley Wind and
Energy.
Greta Passeri- Greta Passeri with Hudson Valley Wind and Energy.
Doug Passeri- We are here for James Gleick, hopefully for a pre
application meeting.
Vincent Cestone- Right. That is my understanding.
Doug Passeri- We were reviewing a lot of the stuff, and we did not know if
it were going to fall under a minor or a major. The stuff that we reviewed.
Vincent Cestone- This is about filling out the application?
Doug Passeri- Correct. I guess we are here to find out the criteria. Is it a
minor or a major, or is it just a variance for the height, because the tower is
a 140 foot residential wind turbine.
Vincent Cestone- 140 foot? The maximum height is 40 feet in this town.
Doug Passeri- Right. With us reviewing this we really don't fall .... What am
I trying to say here?
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Greta Passeri- The only criteria that we see that we fall under for it to be a
major is the height issue. Everything else is within the minor, so we would
like to ask if we can have a variance for the height, and keep it as a minor.
If it goes to major, the applicant would have to then, per what we
understood from the building inspector, would then have to hire an
attorney, and possibly an engineer. Expenses that are going to occur that
they did not think that they would have to incur for a residential size turbine.
It is not commercial, it is 140 feet tall and the blades are 12 1/2 feet long.
Vincent Cestone- It is bladed as opposed to an axial one?
Greta Passeri- Right. I did not do.... Speaking with Tina, thank you for all
your helpful information, before I put together 13 copies of everything and
is a waste of paper if we are not going to go forward with everything, and I
don't waste trees. There is a small packet here for you that I will go over
where their area is up on Long and Winding.
Linny Lim- How many packets?
Greta Passeri- When this comes through to the Zoning for special use,
then there will be thirteen of them.
Vincent Cestone- They are asking for help on what to do, they have not
yet.
Linny Lim- I understand what you are saying, but they should have at least
given us one each.
Robert Dee- (inaudible) is a major or minor.
Doug Passer i- We just don't know which to fill out.
Vincent Cestone- At 140 feet, I would have to discuss it with the Building
Department, but I would have to say that it would be a major application.
Greta Passeri- OK. Per the major instructions for the Zoning.
Doug Passer i- I guess I have one question to clarify it a little. I have a
checklist here. When we go down the checklist for the seven items, we
meet all these, so we would actually not fall under the major because we
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meet all these. The only one would be the height, so I just assumed for the
height would be a variance. We meet all these for the major, we would not
even fall under this at all.
Paula Clair- Can I just ask a question? How much land does this resident
have?
Doug Passeri- He has like 40 acres.
Paula Clair- Where on the land, and how close is the closest house?
Greta Passeri- 2,000 feet in one direction and over 500 feet in the other.
Robert Dee- I don't think that we should start to get into this, because this
is going to be involved.
(Inaudible)
Doug Passer i- We just went down the check list for a major, and if you
asked us all these questions right now we could answer them for you, and
it is yes and no. We meet all these, and it would not fall under a major it
would fall under a minor. Typically we have done dozens of these, and the
last one we did was up in (inaudible) Their Zoning for wind turbines was
written more for commercial towers, so what we did was have a conference
like this, and they waived everything, because this was not a commercial
tower it was a residential tower. We just had to do a plot plan, and your
basic stuff like you ask for in a minor. We just had to get a variance for the
height.
Robert Dee- It is a 140 foot structure. That is major to me. I will tell you
right now, I would vote major.
Doug Passeri- It dose say right here that a lot of things could be waived.
Robert Dee- It could be, but we know nothing about it.
Vincent Cestone- Kevin I hate to put you on the spot, but what are your
thoughts on this?
Kevin Donohue- They have a letter from me.
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Vincent Cestone- 1m asking if you can just elaborate.
Kevin Donohue- ( Grabs letter that he wrote to Doug Passeri and reads
from it) This is a solar energy facility. Any wind energy conversion system
that exceeds 40 feet in height and any solar energy facility or wind energy
conversion system that is used to generate electricity primarily for off-site
consumption shall require a special use permit from the Zoning Board of
Appeals. The next section is, Construction of a structure that is 50 feet in
height above grade level is a major project. That is what the ordinance
says. It was not written specifically, as you know it was written in general. I
advised the applicant that the way it is written is major site plan approval.
At the pre-application meeting, which our ordinances was not written to
define each board, but it says the Planning Board throughout the process.
In this case you substitute the Planning Board with the Zoning Board of
appeals, so two members would be present at the pre-application meeting.
I would request that the Board authorize AKRF to sit on the meeting as the
planner, so that you would do the major, or if it is a variance, however they
submit it. She would be able to do your SEQR or assist you with the SEQR
process.
(inaudible) it is written in general, as oppose to what they brought up, is the
difference between commercial and residential.
Vincent Cestone- That is not addressed in the Zoning code?
Kevin Donohue- That is correct. (inaudible) structure exceeds a height
higher than 50 feet.
Vincent Cestone- That is how I thought it was.
Kevin Donohue- For myself, my hands are tied, that is all I can do.
Paula Clair- I was just going to say, that maybe the Town would consider
adding a section to the Zoning Code to address wind turbines, because this
is something that I personally believe is beneficial for people in the town,
maybe not in all places, because it might be annoying to people who are
densely populated. This sounds like it is not densely populated. It might be
something that we might want to consider.
Vincent Cestone- What I will do is write a request to the Town Board. We
don't write the law, we interpret the law. The way the law is written, and
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Kevin pretty much confirmed that this is a major application. I am gonna
write probably tomorrow or the day after to the Supervisor and tell him what
transpired tonight and see if they would consider changing the code, but we
don't have the authority to do that.
Doug Passeri- Just looking at what you have here, I just thought and
typically what I have experienced with other boards is, it meets all the
requirements and the only (inaudible) is to get a variance for the height.
That is why I thought just looking at this, we meet all the criteria of a major
except the height. That is the only one.
Vincent Cestone- That is a major problem with Philipstown, they have a
real issues with height.
Doug Passeri- This is not a commercial tower, this is a residential tower.
There is a big difference.
Vincent Cestone- I know, I am not arguing that point.
Doug Passeri- One other question. It says something about generate
electric for off site consumption. This is not for any off site consumption.
This is for residential.
Vincent Cestone- He is trying to get off the grid.
Doug Passeri- Correct.
Kevin Donohue- Mr. Chairman?
Vincent Cestone- Yes.
Kevin Donohue- I could not explore other avenues, but I had mentioned to
the applicant that he could make an appeal of decision from my letter, but if
he made an appeal of decision, I think he would have to concurrently apply
for a variance in height, because if you considered the appeal and granted
it then he would need a height variance. I believe I said that could be
something explored.
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Vincent Cestone- You can do that, and we can have public hearings on
this end and you can present your facts to us, and we can make a decision
based upon that.
Kevin Donohue- I have not had a chance to talk to Ed Doyal or Mr. Rodd
about that type of application, that was available to them.
Vincent Cestone- Like anything we don't know until we have the public
hearing. The board is very interested in hearing what you have to say. I will
contact the board and ask them if they would define what a residential wind
tower would encompass. If they are willing to amend the code, this may all
become irrelevant. Generally it takes them more than a month to get back
to me on something like this.
Doug Passeri- Thank you
Vincent Cestone- What you can do is contact us through the Town at
anytime and ask what the status is at anytime, and we will be more than
willing to get back to you. I did not want you to have to stay here for the
Public Hearing.
Greta Passeri- Thank you for that.
Vincent Cestone- Next item on the agenda is a continuation of Public
Hearing for Lausca. Is the applicant here.
Jamie McNiff- I am here on behalf of the applicant.
Vincent Cestone- Alright.
Jamie Mcniff- I am Jamie Mcniff from Larry Paggi office representing
Lausca. The last time Larry was here we were asking for Kevin to remove
the violation, so this is a continuation of that.
Vincent Cestone- I understand that you went back to the Planning Board
and they rendered a decision. Is that what you wish to present?
Jamie Mcniff- Yes.
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Vincent Cestone- We have copies of the resolution, so you really don't
have to give it to us. If you want to paraphrase what it says, that would be
fine.
Jamie Mcniff- You got the order part right? We also got an amended site
plan.
Vincent Cestone- Yes, we got both. The amending of the site plan was
related to the island issue?
Jamie Mcniff- Yes. It was amended so that we could address the concerns
that they had over there by widening it from 12 feet to 16 feet and still
having a speed bump in there, but now having signs to indicate that there
are speed bumps in there, and putting landscaping right along the edge of
it where it was going to be curbed. The Planning Board was happy with
that. They thought it would define it better. The planner also had suggested
the landscaping there to help it. This is from May 17th and they issued this
Planning Board resolution number three where the Zoning Board of
Appeals has requested the Planning Board for a report or an interpretation
in regard to the issue of whether the site plan approval that it granted
included installation of the said concrete/ curb barrier. They find and report
to the ZBA that the concrete barrier was approved as a part of that site plan
as reflected in the notes on that plan.
Vincent Cestone- Ok. Anyone wish to speak on this? Kevin?
Robert Cinque- I would like to.
Robert Cinque- I am Robert Cinque, attorney for Code Enforcement office.
While I am heartened to see that the applicant is planning to make this
condition safer, as far as the issue of whether or not this violation should
stand, it really comes through the fact that it was cited. If you look at the
notice of violation.
Vincent Cestone- I have a copy.
Robert Cinque- It was cited not only as not appearing on the site plan, but
also as a hazard. I reviewed the record and I see that we had Ms. Brown
here at the last hearing, and she did in fact address the Board about the
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accident that she had at the site. Did you produce the photos last time
Kevin?

Kevin Donohue- No.
Robert Cinque- We also have photographs of the site, that show the
conditions there, and it seems pretty clear that the conditions were unsafe
at the time Mr. Donohue wrote the violation. (Kevin Donohue handed out
photographs of the site to all board members) Which of course falls
squarely in to the old code section 175-39 and is referenced in the
summons. The big question is, when Kevin wrote that violation, none of this
that you see today was in the site plan that was filed at all. The question
before this board is, was this summons properly issued. Based on that I
would ask that the summons be upheld. I mean certainly that the applicant
is taking steps to remedy this situation, would go toward a lesser sanction
or any other action the board may deem fit here. The bottom line here is
that when Mr. Donohue wrote that violation, there was a violation. Is there
anything that you would like to add?
Kevin Donohue- Hi Kevin Donohue, Code Enforcement Officer. When I
wrote this violation, of course I cited sections of the older code. The code
that was in effect at the time. I cited number one. The concrete barrier
along the north s ide of the property does not appear on the March 24, 2010
Planning Board approved site plan. That plan is on the table here before
you. Looking at it, the curb, though there is a resolution from the Planning
Board, it is not there. I was stating a fact. It does not appear on the plan. To
go with the second part of that sentence, and is a hazard to traffic and
circulation between adjacent lots not in compliance with the Zoning Law.
The reason I stated it that way, is there was no alternative for me to
consider. If it is not on the plan, I cant say how to correct it. That is why
when I get down to the subsequent part, it says you are ordered to answer
or correct this violation to the satisfaction of the Zoning Administrator
Officer by removing the concrete barrier along the north property line, and
completing the landscape island, and repairing the speed bump. That was
the only course of action that I could sight. I could not sight, that or you're in
compliance with the site plan, because it does not appear. I don't know if it
is in compliance with any standard, because it does not appear on the site
plan. Getting back to the point of the first sentence in my notice, the
concrete barrier along the north side of the property does not appear. It is
to state that, I had no other option but to say, remove it.
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Vincent Cestone- Have you discussed with the applicant? Taking down
the whole barrier, because it runs past the building and all the way to the
back, and there is a grade difference a bit on the (inaudible) side. Did you
try negotiating with the applicant with something that is mutually
agreeable?
Kevin Donohue- I have no authority, because it is not part of the site plan.
I have no resource to pull from. There is no standard in the code for this
type of barrier wall. All the evidence that was presented to you was Joann
Brown, who hit it. I went out there, and in those photographs you see the
physical damage to this barrier from other vehicle impacts. It is broken, it
has skids on the top of it, and so my decision was, after review,is that it is a
traffic hazard and shall be removed. That is where my order came from.
There is no other consideration I can give to it, because there is nothing in
our code to consider.
Robert Dee- Kevin, Question. You said when you first sighted this it was
sixteen feet wide?
Kevin Donohue- No, I did not measure it. I did not go out and measure the
width. I did observe the speed bump.1 did observe that the bump was put in
accordance with the plan at that time.lt needed some maintenance of
course with the striping and details with it, but it is the barrier that I could
not find an approval for, or a standard for. There is curbing on the property,
and that other curbing does comply with the curbing details on the plan, but
this does not.
Vincent Cestone- The Planning Board, correct me if I am wrong, but the
Planning Board did say it was part of their initial plan.
Kevin Donohue- It does not appear on the plan.
Vincent Cestone- That is not what they said in their letter.
Kevin Donohue- What they considered of course was the minutes of the
original meeting, which it was discussed, but the document that I enforce,
that the Planning Board is authorized to adopt, is a site plan. Not minutes,
not a resolution, those are not considered by my office.
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Robert Cinque- If I may? My understanding is that the minutes did show
that it was discussed at the meeting, but again as Kevin pointed out. He is
not authorized to enforce anything that is discussed. He has his plans, he
has his filed documents. He can only enforce what is actually on the record.
At the time he issued the violation, what was on the record were these
drawings that are on the table here, which in fact do not show the curb cut
barrier as it is built.
Vincent Cestone- Any questions from the board?
Robert Dee- I have one question. Traffic hazard, do all traffic hazards com
under the Planning Board? I mean under your purview? I am just trying to
get that one, because I know building inspector is houses and stuff like
that, so I am just trying to figure how traffic hazard comes under your
purview.
Kevin Donohue- As Code Enforcement Officer, this standard is only
through site plan approval process. If there was a sight that did not have a
Planning Board approved site plan, then I have nothing from the code to
pull from, to say that you are or are not in compliance (inaudible - Chimes
Ringing)
Robert Dee- I just wondered if a light was in the wrong place at an
intersection, would you handle that too?
Kevin Donohue- Only on private property. The section that I cited on the
notice is from the old code, and I do have a copy of the old code.( Kevin
handed a copy of the old code to the members) 175-39 general standards
C. Access and circulation, this is part of site plan approval. Provisions shall
be be made for vehicle access to the lot and circulation upon the lot in such
a manor as to safeguard against hazards to traffic and pedestrians, in the
street and upon the lot to avoid traffic (inaudible) on any street, and to
provide a safe convenient circulation upon the lot. Access and circulation
shall also conform to the following. There is one to eight. I will go to number
seven. Where topographic and other conditions are reasonably useable.
Provisions shall be made for circulation driveway connections to adjoining
lots of similar existing and potential uses. So it was required to connect and
it was required not to be a hazard to traffic and pedestrians.
Robert Dee- You still can drive through it right?
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Kevin Donohue- Yes, most people drive straight through.
Robert Dee- I mean there is an opening you can go through it. They were
connected. '
Robert Cinque- There is an opening.
Robert Dee- I am just saying the were connected right?
Kevin Donohue- Yes, that is the subject of what we are discussing this
evening, to slow down that traffic. Through an existing curb as they put it,
but that curb, as you see my photographs, is 14 inches high, and a curb
you are suppose to be able to roll over it with a tire. On the plans here it
shows six inches in height for the DOT curb that was put in on Route 9.
Paula Clair- I wanted to just say apropo of what our Chairman had eluded
to, I wonder if it might be possible to remove a little more of this curb and to
mark it clearly to reduce the hazard, because it does look to me to be a
safety hazard.
Kevin Donohue- As I stated, I have no authority to consider anything less
than total removal.
Paula Clair- I was just saying that perhaps we could negotiate.
Robert Dee- I thought the woman addressed that.
Jamie McNiff- Yes. We got site plan approval to widen that entrance
We are improving it. We are widening it, and the speed bump will remain.
They are going to add landscaping and signage, so that people can see it.
Vincent Cestone- They are going to make the opening wider?
Jamie McNiff- Yes, it was 12 feet on the approved plan, now on the
amended site plan we have it at 16 feet wide. With the signage and the
landscaping we really should see the speed bump. It was put in there so
that we would not have traffic flying through, because there business in
there, and we don't want the cars coming through so fast.
Vincent Cestone- Right.
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Jamie Mcniff- The speed bump is keeping them from going quickly
through the lot.
Robert Dee- I have seen that location. A lot of people cut through there to
beat the traffic light, and they do come through at a high rate of speed.
Adam Rodd- If I could just interject quickly. You mentioned an amended
site plan correct?
Jamie McNiff- Yes
Adam Rodd- And that was the amended site plan I believe was issued in
August of this year?
Jamie McNiff- Yes.
Adam Rodd- Mr. Donohue would you have any objection to
communicating with Ron Gainer who is the engineer for the Planning Board
in order to satisfy yourself, as to whether improvements that are there, that
are the subject to the violation are in fact in accordance with what what was
approved, is that acceptable to you?
Kevin Donohue- If the Planning Board approves a site plan with
modifications, that becomes enforceable, I don't have discretion. The issue
at hand here is, back in December when I cited this, my notice said to
remove it completely, because there are no other options. What the
applicant has done is present another option, but for this hearing that is
new evidence that I did not consider back in December. What they have
done is appeal my notice of order. What I am trying to convey to the board
is that no options were presented at the time, so the only scenario I could
cite was removal.
Vincent Cestone- Have you looked at the amended plan?

Kevin Donohue- Yes.
Vincent Cestone- What is your feeling about the amended plan?
Kevin Donohue- If it is signed by the Chairman, then it becomes
enforceable by me. I don't have an opinion on whether it works or not.
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Vincent Cestone- No no, I am asking you point blank, does that satisfy the
safety concerns that you had?
Kevin Donohue- My original notice does not consider that. You are asking
me if that satisfies it. 1m gonna go over. (Kevin approached the amended
site plan) The Modification stops well before, it does not consider the entire
length of the wall on the plan. That modification will happen once approved,
but the rest of the wall is not on the site plan. My order would stand on the
rest of the wall to be removed.
Bill Flaherty- Kevin did I understand you to say that this does not
constitute a hazard?
Kevin Donoh ue- What was that Bill?
Bill Flaherty- This curb does not constitute a hazard?
Kevin Donohue- My December notice said it was a traffic hazard, this
barrier.
Bill Flaherty- Maybe I misunderstood you. I thought earlier you said that
you did not consider this a hazard.
Kevin Donohue- The plan there, I do not have an opinion of it. I enforce
what is on the plan. The plan that was approved March 24, 2010, I stated
the barrier did not appear on the site plan.
Bill Flaherty- The other site plan?
Kevin Donohue- In the order I say to remove it, because I have no option
to make it safer. There is no specification and there is no standard in the
code that I can use. As Code Enforcement I had no other options, but to
say remove it.
Robert Dee- So you want the whole curb removed?
Jamie McNiff- That was not clear in the notice of violation, because where
would traffic go through?
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Robert Dee- Let me ask you a question. Lets not get into the weeds. The
curb, I don't know how long it runs. Is it 200 feet 150 feet?
Vincent Cestone- Yes, something like that.
Robert Dee- You want all that removed?
Kevin Donohue- That is what the order says.
Robert Dee- Ok, that is it. I have no other questions.
Kevin Donohue- I will clarify.
Robert Dee- You clarified it, i need no more.
Kevin Donohue- I was going to read.
Robert Dee- You don't have to read anymore. I got it. You want 200 feet
ta ken out. I got that.
Vincent Cestone- Anymore questions from the board?
Paula Clair- If the Planning Board modified its plan again to encompass
more of the 200 feet that is left after they did the modifications of widening
the traffic way to 16 feet from 12 feet. If they modified the plan and added
the rest of the concrete barrier would that satisfy you? Would that be
acceptable? Could you enforce that?
Kevin Donohue- Once the plan is signed and delivered to my office, that
plan becomes enforceable.lf it includes the remainder of that barrier on that
plan, and what appears on the site plan is what is in the field, they are in
compliance.
Paula Clair- Ok
Adam Rodd- So as I am understanding it (inaudible) If that conforms with
what is in the field you are fine?
Kevin Donohue- Thats in compliance yes. My Job
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Adam Rodd- Its just very simple. Your telling me that if the site plan is
signed and the engineer certifies to you that whats on the ground complies
with the amended site plan, your fine with that correct?
Kevin Donohue- yes
Adam Rodd- Ok. Do you have any objection with getting together with Ron
Gainer to hash that out, and to make sure that is the case?
Kevin Donohue- It is not my roll to.
Adam Rodd- I am asking if you would object to doing that? If Ron Gainer
reached out to you and said can we go over this.
Kevin Donohue- I don't have any input to the board as a professional.
Robert Cinque- I think what he is concerned with is this falls outside the
scope of his employment. As a Code Enforcement Officer, I think it gets a
little dicey to have the person enforcing the law or enforcing the codes,
have a hand in modifying them. Again, I think when Kevin said, Yes if the
board approves it, then I am fine with it. He certainly means that if you
made a decision tonight, well from tonight on that is the decision he
enforces, and those are his marching orders. I think we are getting a little far
fielded here. The question really is whether or not when Mr. Donohue wrote
that Violation Notice back in January, whether there was a violation in
place. I think from the pictures that were shown and from the reference to
the code that was in effect at that time, I think that we have shown that
there was.
Adam Rodd- Well the issue is, and again I am just trying to make
suggestions to resolve it. There is a violation that was written by the code
enforcement officer indicating that a concrete barrier does not appear on
the site plan.
Robert Cinque- Correct.
Adam Rodd- We asked the Planning Board for a report, and the Planning
Board got us a report saying that, the concrete barrier was part and is part
of the site plan pursuant to the notes that are referenced, and it is in
compliance.
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Robert Cinque- Well the record is clear. I know what you are saying.
Adam Rodd- We are just looking to resolve it. We got a specific report
from the Planning Board indicating that what is there is in compliance with
the site plan that was approved. I understand, without getting into all the
minutia
that Mr. Donohue still has some concerns about the the plan and what is
there. What I suggested is perhaps a meeting between Mr. Donohue who
issued the violation and Ron Gainer who is the engineer for the Planning
Board can resolve this issue. I am just raising that option as a way to move
the ball forward, and get the issue resolved to everyones mutual
satisfaction. I just don't understand why there is any kind of resistance to
making peace that way.
Robert Cinque- Clearly as we have said all along, if this board or the
Planning Board chooses to take any action, then obviously, Mr. Donohue
as the Code Enforcement Officer would enforce that action. Excuse me one
moment. (Speaks with Kevin) Certainly Mr. Donohue is available to be
consulted by anybody in the Town Government. I guess by anybody who
has business that reflects the use of buildings or properties in the Town. To
that extent, I am sure that if Mr Gainer gave Mr. Donohue a call, them Mr.
Donohue would be glad to talk to him. I just want to be clear for all who are
involved, that he is not looking to do your job, he is not looking to do Ron's
job, he is looking to do his job.
Vincent Cestone- Anymore questions from the board? I make a motion to
go into closed session to discuss legal issues with our attorney.
Robert Dee- I will second that.
Vincent Cestone- All those in favor?
All Members were in favor.
The ZBA Members and ZBA Council went into closed session.

Vincent Cestone- What we are going to do, is carry this over to our next
meeting which will be November 12th. That is not a Holiday is it?
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Jamie McNiff- It might be, because the schools are closed on that
Monday. I don't know if Municipalities are.
Vincent Cestone- It does not matter to us.
Paula Clair- Is that Veterans Day?
(inaudible)
Vincent Cestone- If the Board is ok with that, we can meet on the 12th,
even though it is Veterans Day. What would you rather do?
Board was ok with meeting on that day.
Vincent Cestone- At that time we will render a decision, but in the
meantime, we suggest that the applicant and the Building Inspector, and
the Engineers get together and discuss this. Hopefully we will have a
resolution before November. With that, this is continued until November.
Tina Andress- Landolfi- The Public Hearing is still open, correct?
Kevin Donohue- Yes, It is closed.
Vincent Cestone- Yes, it is still opened.
Kevin Donohue- You closed the Public Hearing.
Tina Andress- Landolfi- I am a little confused on this.
Adam Rodd- I would leave the Public Hearing open just in case anyone
wants to offer any other information.
Vincent Cestone- Yes, we are going to leave it open, just incase someone
has any additional information. Next item on the agenda is to review the
minutes from September 10th. I know that Paula had some corrections. Are
there any other corrections?
Paula Clair- I already gave them to Tina.
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Vincent Cestone- I make a motion to accept them as corrected. Do I have
a second?
Paula Clair- I do.
Vincent Cestone- I have a second over here. All those in favor?
All Members were in favor.
Minutes were approved.

Vincent Cestone- Any old or new business? I make a motion to adjourn.
Linny Lim- I will second.
Vincent Cestone- All those in favor?
All members were in favor.
Meeting was closed.

NOTE: These minutes were prepared for the Zoning Board of Appeals and
are subject to review, comment, emendation, and approval thereupon.
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